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INVITATION
Dear Attendees,

We are glad to announce the “17th World Nephrology Summit” to be held in Osaka, 
Japan on June 27-28, 2022 organized in collaboration with generous support 
and cooperation from enthusiastic academicians and editorial Board Members. 
Nephrology-2022 aims at sharing new ideas and technologies amongst the 
professionals, industrialists and students from research areas of Nephrology Summit  
and it’s Research. As the premier event, we have developed a program with your 
interests in mind. We have not only increased the number of opportunities for you 
to network with colleagues from across the world but also introduced more focused 
sessions that will feature cutting edge presentations, special panel discussions, and 
livelier interaction with industry leaders and experts. 

Life is full of give and take. Make it count in your professional life. 17th International 
Conference on Nephrology Summit amid June 27-28, 2022 at Osaka, Japan. This 
consolidates incite keynote presentations, Oral talks, Poster presentations and 
Exhibitions.

Sincerely,
Nephrology-2022 Organizing Committee
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Our International Open Access Journals
• 700+ Leading-edge Peer Reviewed Open Access Journals 
• 21 Day Rapid Review Process 
• 50000+ Editorial Board Team, 35000+ Reviewers team 
• 30 Million Readers and High Visibility
• 1000+ Scientific Associations Collaborations 
• 100000+ Likes 
• Publication immediately after acceptance 
• Quality and Quick editorial, review processing

Salient Features
• Easy to Submit and Review Systems
• High Quality and Fast Publishing Guaranteed
• Unbiased, quality-oriented, and transparent reviews
• Truly impartial recognition of the best papers
• Feedback on the impact of every article
• Enhanced feature: Audio version of published paper
• Digital articles to share and explore
• Sharing option: Social networking enabled
• Authors, reviewers and editors are provided with scientific credits
• User friendly/feasible website articles translations across more 

than 50 world languages

Our International Scientific Conferences
• More than 3000 Conferences happening across the globe
• Conferences organized in Medical, Pharma, Engineering, Science, Technology 

and Business.
• CME/CPD Accredited Conferences fostering professional and Personal 

development
• Continuum of education through organized scientific program
• Renowned speakers and scientists representing from 40 countries
• Highly Interactive sessions and Panel Discussions
• B2B Meetings offers perfect platform for Global Networking

Salient Features
• Robust on-line publicity for all the speakers and organizing committee 

members
• Career Guidance Workshops for students and early career researchers
• Accepted Abstracts will be published in various indexed journals
• Accepted abstracts will be labeled with a Digital Object Identification Number 

(DOI) provided by Cross Ref
• Creation of speakers and abstracts pages in Google
• Opportunity to publish full Manu Scripts in our Open Access Journals

ABOUT US
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17th World Nephrology Summit will discuss the latest Research Technologies and Therapeutic aspects developed for various kidney 
diseases which include Renal Transplantation, Dialysis Equipment and other procedures involved in the treatment of Chronic Kidney 
Diseases and End Stage Renal Diseases. This year’s annual Conference highlights the theme “Covid -19 outbreak and its effect on 
Kidney Patient’s Dialysis &Renal System”.

17th World Nephrology Summit is a unique platform to meet fellow key decision makers and expert’s all-around, Nephrologists and 
Kidney Specialists from leading Universities & Research Institutions making the conference a perfect platform to share Experience, 
Research Talks, Poster presentations  etc

Conference Series LLC Ltd organizes conferences of 3000+ Global Events with over 1000+ Conferences, 1200+ Symposiums and 
1200+ Workshops in the USA. Europe & Asia with support from 1000 more scientific societies and publishes 700+ Open access 
journals which contain over 30000 eminent personalities, reputed scientists as editorial board members.

Nephrology-2022 salient features
• Meet Academia and Industry visionaries to get inspired
• Expand your knowledge and find solutions to problems
• Knowledge, Benchmarking and Networking offered at one place
• Forge connections and for global networking
• Highly Organized and Structured Scientific programs
• Poster presentations and world class exhibitions
• Meet with new vendors and suppliers

How Conference Series Conferences differs from others?
• 3000+ Conferences across the globe in 150+ countries all through the year
• Over 25 Million+ Visitors and 20000+ Unique Visitors per conference
• Participation by Stalwarts from various international societies
• Internationally renowned speakers and scientist’s representation
• Career guidance for early career researchers and students
• Interesting scientific deliberations and discussions
• Perfect platform for Global Networking

Goals
• The conference program emphasizes evidence-based practice, educational innovation, practical application, and peer to peer networking and collaboration. 

The goals of the conference is to provide a transformative professional development experience through. 
• Bringing together the world’s scientific experts to catalyze and advance scientific knowledge about International Conference on Nephrology Summit , present 

the most recent research findings, and promote and enhance scientific collaborations around the world. 
• Bringing together community leaders, scientists, and policy leaders to promote and enhance programmatic collaborations to more effectively address regional, 

national and local responses to Elderly Population around the world and overcome barriers that limit access to care and services

ABOUT CONFERENCES
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Objectives
• After participating in this meeting, attendees should be able to
• Discuss emerging issues in Nephrology
• Discuss and apply recent research findings related to Nephrology.
• Reflect on the place of critical distance in Nephrology.

ABOUT CONFERENCES

Who should attend?
The national and international gathering of Undergraduates, Graduates/Postgraduates, Librarians, Study Abroad Advisors, Faculty 
(Teachers, Lecturers, Researchers, Professors, Head of Department, Deans), Vice-Chancellors, Chancellors, College and University 
Presidents), Policy Makers and Stakeholders with background or interest Education.
• Networking with national and international participants.
• Develop new partnerships and associations with key decision makers across all sectors of education.
• Learn about the latest research findings and the future impacts by attending the programmed sessions.

• Nephrology
• Metabolic, Fluid & Electrolyte disorders
• Stages of Kidney Diseases
• Cardiovascular Impacts of Kidney Diseases
• Clinical Nephrology

• Diabetic Nephropathy
• Pediatric Nephrology
• Geriatric Nephrology
• Hereditary Kidney Disorder
• Renal Artery Stenosis

• Eating & Nutrition for Haemodialysis
• Onconephrology and Nephritis
• Mineral & Bone Disorder in CKD
• Technological Advancements in Nephrology

About hosting organization
Conference Series is the world’s leading specialist in organizing Academic, Scientific and Business conferences, meetings, symposiums and exhibitions in different 
verticals and horizontals like Medical, Pharma, Engineering, Science, Technology and Business to promote scientific research. Every year we host more than 
3000+ global events inclusive of 1000+ Conferences 1000+ Symposiums 1000+ Workshops in USA, Europe, Middle East and Asia with the generous support and 
cooperation from our 30000+ Editorial Board Members, 1000+ ScientificSocieties. All the conference proceedings are published in the special issues of our 700+ 
Open Access International Journals with the DOI provided by CROSSREF.
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ABOUT OSAKA
Osaka is a large port city and commercial center on the Japanese island of Honshu. It’s known for its modern architecture, nightlife and hearty street food. 
The 16th-century shogun ate Osaka Castle, which has undergone several restorations, is its main historical landmark. It’s surrounded by a moat and park with 
plum, peach and cherry-blossom trees. Sumiyoshi-Taisha is among Japan’s oldest Shinto shrines.

Osaka is a designated city in the Kansai region of Honshu in Japan. It is the capital city of Osaka Prefecture and the largest component of the Keihanshin Metropolitan 
Area, the second-largest metropolitan area in Japan and the 10th largest urban area in the world with more than 19 million inhabitants. Osaka was traditionally 
considered Japan’s economic hub. By the Kofun period (300–538) it had developed into an important regional port, and in the 7th and 8th centuries, it served 
briefly as the imperial capital. Osaka continued to flourish during the Edo period (1603–1867) and became known as a center of Japanese culture. Following 
the Meiji Restoration, Osaka greatly expanded in size and underwent rapid industrialization. In 1889, Osaka was officially established as a municipality.

Osaka is a major financial center of Japan. It is home to the Osaka Securities Exchange as well as the multinational electronics corporations Panasonic and Sharp. 
Famous landmarks in Osaka include Osaka Castle, Sumiyoshi Taisha Grand Shrine, and Shitennō-ji, the oldest Buddhist temple in Japan.

12 Top-Rated Tourist Attractions in Osaka

Osaka Castle, Shitennō-ji Temple,Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan,,The Tempozan Ferris Wheel and Harbor Village,,The Kobe Port Tower, Tsūtenkaku Tower, The 
National Museum of Art, Osaka Tennōji Zoo & Park, Osaka Science Museum, The Umeda Sky Building, Universal Studios Japan, Tenmangu Shrine and the Tenjin 
Festival
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